We develop a method of singularity analysis for conformal graphs which, in particular, is applicable to the holographic image of AdS supergravity theory. It can be used to determine the critical exponents for any such graph in a given channel. These exponents determine the towers of conformal blocks that are exchanged in this channel. We analyze the scalar AdS box graph and show that it has the same critical exponents as the corresponding CFT box graph. Thus pairs of external fields couple to the same exchanged conformal blocks in both theories. This is looked upon as a general structural argument supporting the Maldacena hypothesis. 
Introduction
The AdS/CFT correspondence [1] - [4] connects N = 4 supersymmetric SU (N ) Yang-Mills theory in four dimensions at large N and strong 't Hooft coupling λ = g At leading order many predictions have been verified, and at next order, results such as concerning anomalies, nonrenormalization theorems and 1 N 2 -corrections to field dimensions for composite fields and structure constants of the SYM 4 field algebra have been obtained [5] - [11] .
In this context the evaluation of AdS graphs, that represent the holographic image of the AdS perturbation expansion in powers of
2 , confronts us with serious technical problems whose difficulty goes much beyond the corresponding CFT flat space graphs. Partly with techniques developed first for CFT in flat space, the exchange graph was calculated and studied in a series of works [12, 13] . The results of all such calculations were finally expressed in terms of generalized hypergeometric functions.
However, in some cases the field dimensions had to be specialized to small natural numbers.
Due to these difficulties, we advocate another approach in this work. We present Green functions as multiple "Mellin-Barnes integrals"
4 over a meromorphic function Φ. This function Φ is defined as the integral over a positive function on a compact domain. Usually one would expand this integral into a series of ratios of gamma functions, so that Φ obtains poles from the gamma functions and from the divergence of the series. The latter are difficult to work out 5 . Thus we would like to extract the poles of Φ by another method. The relevant poles of Φ, namely those to the right of the Mellin-Barnes contours, originate from the divergence (infinity) of the integrand at certain faces or intersections of faces of the regular polyhedral integration domain. So guessing them is not difficult. These poles form sequences which are integrally spaced and tend to +∞. Of course at the end all Mellin-Barnes integration contours are shifted to +∞, so that we find series expansions again.
In Section 2 we discuss this method and typical results from the point of view of unitarity of Green functions and operator product expansions. Important information on the structure of the field algebra is obtained this way. Since AdS/CFT correspondence also implies (supposedly) a correspondence between both field algebras (all orders of 1 N 2 included), the AdS conformal field theory as the holographic picture of supergravity and flat space CFT must therefore already show a partial correspondence on the level of the meromorphic functions Φ. We demonstrate that this is in fact true for the box graph.
In Section 3 we study once again the exchange graph as a simple example of the previously developed 4 Inverse Mellin transforms and Barnes integrals are equivalent 5 Except for the functions, say, 2 F 1 (1) and 3 F 2 (1) almost nothing is known method.
In Section 4 we treat the box graph with arbitrary field dimensions 6 with our method. We do not
give all the details of the lengthy analysis.
A few remarks are added in Section 5.
Critical exponents and unitarity
We discuss here the connection between unitarity, operator product expansions and the "critical ex- function G can be split into a covariant multiplier and an invariant functionG
where 6 This arbitrariness is essential we must let
The functionG(u, v) can in turn be decomposed as 5) where F k are holomorphic functions in the neighborhood of (2.4) and possess the Taylor expansion
The γ k are the "critical exponents". Of course, the γ k are, due to possible changes in the covariant multiplier (2.1), defined up to a common additive constant. So, what is the physical information encoded in these exponents?
Consider the exchange of the scalar field of dimension δ in the channel
as described by Fig.2 where the dimension δ is assumed to be generic. Note, that the CFT d covariant 
are necessarily "unique", i.e. they satisfy the condition
A full vertex, such as in Fig.2 , can always be resolved in three unique vertices (Fig.3) in an unambiguous fashion. This fact can be readily used to compute the Green function corresponding to Fig.2 . The result 7 We call the exchange channel the "direct" channel is explicitly known [14] and can be represented as
and, after an appropriate renormalization,
On the other hand, for the holographic image of the AdS exchange graph Fig.4 , termed "Witten graph", 
14) 
Now we remember that unitarity of the S-matrix in perturbative quantum field theory is usually formulated by Cutkosky's rule [15] : cutting a graph ( 
and their derivative fields. In fact, there are two parameters l (rank) and t (twist) to label all blocks exchanged. The same is true for k = 2. The fact that for k = 3 only one block is exchanged is reflected in the analytic property of F W,3 (u, v). Thus we conclude that each critical exponent corresponds to an infinite tower of conformal blocks, that this tower is determined by a Cutkosky cut acting on internal and external lines and that 2γ k + µ 1 + µ 4 is in fact the dimension of the lowest dimensional scalar field in the tower, which in turn can be understood as "composite field" of the fields belonging to the lines cut.
Thus the difference between CFT d and AdS d+1 theory is in the exchange graphs:
1. there is no shadow term in AdS d+1 ;
2. there are terms from cutting external lines in AdS d+1 . As was argued [13] in the shadow term in CFT d and the external line terms in AdS d+1 are necessary to guarantee analytic behavior in the crossed channel.
Indeed, it turns out that such differences between CFT d and AdS d+1 seem to arise only in the exchange graphs 8 in the direct channel.
Next we consider a CFT d box graph with four unique vertices (Fig.6 ). The uniqueness conditions imply certain constraints on the dimensions of the external and internal fields, e.g. 
This box graph Green function is explicitly known [16] and
Now we have Cutkosky cuts through the external pairs of lines as well (γ 1 , γ 3 ). We note that the box graph with non-unique vertices (full vertices) has not been calculated yet. Since the critical exponents 
The singularity analysis of conformally covariant Green functions
We aim at a direct determination of the critical exponents γ k (2.5) before attempting the explicit evaluation of integral representations. The Taylor coefficients c (k) mn (2.6) are then finally represented as integrals which eventually can be evaluated numerically. Since analytic continuation of the integral representations in the parameters (field and space dimension) off the domain of absolute convergence is always tacitly understood, the integrals must necessarily be transformed into absolutely convergent expressions by substraction regularization methods before the numerics can be performed. The method of analyzing conformal Green functions developed by us consists of several steps:
1. We derive a multi-parametric Mellin-Barnes integral representation, where the integrand Φ depends meromorphically on the Mellin-Barnes parameters and the field and space dimensions. This function Φ is itself given as an integral of a positive function over a compact polyhedral domain K n in R n with possible zeros and infinities on the boundary on K n . K n is the n-dimensional generalization of the regular tetrahedron K 3 or the regular triangle K 2 . K n is bounded by (n + 1) faces K n−1 , which intersect in edges K n−2 etc. 
The pole positions of Φ in σ 2 lie in N 0 and the shift of the σ 2 integration contour to +∞ gives simple power series in 1 − v. The pole positions in σ 1 lie in different sequences
which leads us to the series representations (2.5), (2.6).
4. Since the zero of an analytically continued integral is difficult to recognize (zeros can only arise after analytic continuation since the original integrand is a positive function) the list of candidates for the exponents {γ k } is generally too long. We can reduce this list by different arguments, e.g. a "beta-function argument" and a symmetry argument.
As a nontrivial example of describing our method, we choose the holographic image of the AdS d+1 graph in Fig.4 . Due to conformal invariance, a Green function can be completely reconstructed if three of its n ≥ 3 variables are fixed to the values, say
We shall exploit this fact by letting x 3 → ∞, but keeping translational and scale invariance 
where
For the bulk-to-bulk propagator we use the Mellin-Barnes integral representation [12] G λ (w,
The graph of interest (Fig.4) is, up to coupling constants, factorials and symmetry factors, represented by the integral
where dµ is the invariant AdS d+1 measure
The integration starts by using a Γ-function auxiliary integration for each denominator in (3.6), (3.9)
distributing the parameters {t i } 1,2,4 to the K µi and r to G λ . Then w 0 and w ′ 0 can be integrated giving i∈{1,2}
with η 1 = r + t 1 + t 4 , η 2 = r + t 2 (3.14)
and
The w, w ′ integration is Gaussian and gives 
Finally we perform one integration by introducing scaled parameters
The remaining parameter integrals can then be summed up into a meromorphic function. and this enters a threefold Mellin-Barnes integral
with ∆µ = 1 2 (µ 1 + µ 2 − µ 3 + µ 4 ), see (3.5) . Such a representation (3.27), (3.28) of any four-point function for CFT d or AdS d+1 field theory is the starting point for our singularity analysis, leading to the critical exponents.
In this particular case we can simplify the integral representation (3.27) by integrating over ξ in
Here σ 2 has vanished from the integral into the factor in front. Except for the factor Γ(−σ 2 ), there is no pole to the right of the σ 2 Mellin-Barnes contour. This a general feature since (see (3.23 
There are obviously poles from the faces τ 2 = 0 and ρ = 0 in σ 1 , arising from the Mittag-Leffler expansion
with positions −µ ∈ N 0 . Including the poles in σ 1 from the factor Γ(−σ 1 ), we have three possibilities:
(n ∈ N 0 )
1.
from τ 2 = 0 :
from ρ = 0 :
In the cases (1.) and (2.) we get the critical exponents
whereas case (3.) necessitates knowledge of the pole positions in s. One possibility is that these poles are produced by Γ(−s), then
38)
There is another candidate for poles in σ 1 , namely the intersection of the faces (2) and (3):
We use the parameters
The behavior of the integrand at w → 0 is given by
The exponent is
and gives rise to poles in σ 1 at 4.
If the s poles are from Γ(−s), we get from (3.44)
But there exist other s-poles. If we consider (3.44), set n = 0 and insert the delta function following from (3.32) into (3.30), there remains the ψ-integral, see (3.41)
which shows, that there exist relevant s-poles from the first factor in the numerator. For arbitrary n in (3.44) the poles lie at
If we consider (3.35) at n = 0 and insert it together with the delta function (3.32) into (3.30), then the integral turns into a beta-function
The denominator is unchanged if we let n in (3.35) assume arbitrary values from N 0 . Thus the denominator of the beta-function lets the singularity (3.35) vanish, implying that (3.38), (3.39) do not exist either.
Only in exceptional cases do we get control over the zeros when we can perform an integral completely.
Often the integral is a beta-function, then we call our way of proof "the beta-function argument". More effort is needed to evaluate integrals in terms of functions p+1 F p (1) in which case the zeros are also controllable.
A simple but surprisingly powerful argument to eliminate whole sequences of poles comes from the symmetry of the graph (Fig.4) . We define this symmetry to consist of those mappings of the graph on itself:
(a) which lead to the same graph after an appropriate relabelling of the external coordinates and the field dimensions;
(b) leave u and v invariant.
In the case of Fig.4 , this leads to a group Z 2 × Z 2 , generated by the reflections
While the Green function G(x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ) is invariant under Z 2 × Z 2 by definition, the invariant functioñ G is not. Let S i (G) denote the function obtained by applying (3.50) to the dimensions inG, then from (2.1) we obtainG
Inserting (3.51) into (2.5), we see that the labels {k} of γ k are submitted to a representation of Z 2 × Z 2 :
S i → σ i , so that:
Holomorphy of G k at v = 1 is obviously not touched by (3.55). Applying (3.54) to the graph Fig.4 , we find σ 1 (1) = 2; σ 1 (2)= 1,
whereas γ 3 does not fit into any representation.
The AdS box graph
Now we turn to the box graph Fig.7 . In terms of bulk-to-bulk propagators G λ and bulk-to-surface propagators K µ , the Green function is given by the integral
Again we consider the limit (3.3), (3.8) . Due to the four bulk-to-bulk propagators, the invariant Green functionG(u, v) has the form of a sixfold Mellin-Barnes integral
and the meromorphic function Φ is given by
and the remaining functions f 0 , f 1 , f 2 and δ(A) can be represented best with the help of elementary symmetric polynomials
The function δ(A) originates from the determinant in the Gaussian integration. It is obvious that
so that the only relevant poles in σ 2 arise from Γ(−σ 2 ).
The analysis of the pole positions in σ 1 is rather involved. In the sequel n 0 ∈ N 0 holds throughout.
There is one face of type K 5 producing a singularity:
I τ 2 = 0: poles appear at
There are two faces of K 4 type leading to poles.
II ρ 1 = ρ 2 = 0: we introduce the parameters
and let ρ → 0. This gives pole positions
If the pole positions of s 1 , s 2 are chosen from N 0 , we get
The other case is III ρ 1 = ρ 3 = 0: this case is treated analogously to case (II). We find poles at
If the pole positions of s 1 , s 3 are from N 0 , we find
Now we come to the intersections
IV ρ 1 = ρ 2 = ρ 3 = 0: we choose as parameters
and let ρ → 0. Pole positions are
have poles in N 0 , we get
: we choose as parameters
and let ρ → 0. The poles of σ 1 appear at
Provided the poles of s 1 , s 2 are in N 0 , we find
However, if we perform some of the integrations after insertion of the delta function δ (0) (ρ) corresponding to the pole (4.28) by (3.32), we obtain a beta function with denominator Γ(−2n 0 ). So these poles (V) cancel completely.
VI ρ 1 = ρ 3 = τ 2 = 0: We proceed as in the case (V) and get as pole positions
which, if the poles of s 1 , s 3 are in N 0 , gives
VII Finally, there is one K 2 face: τ 2 = ρ 1 = ρ 2 = ρ 3 = 0: coordinates are
and we let ρ → 0. We get the pole positions
If s 1 , s 3 have poles in N 0 , we obtain
The symmetry group of the graph Fig.7 is the same as that of Fig.4 : Z 2 × Z 2 . It acts on the λ i as
This rules out all γ's, except γ 1 , γ 7 and of course γ 0 = 0, which originates from the σ 1 poles of Γ(−σ 1 ).
Thus the AdS box graph has the same critical exponents as the CFT box graph Fig.6 .
The poles in s 4 are all from Γ(−s 4 ). The other variables (s 1 , s 2 , s 3 )produce poles of the function Φ (4.4) that can be ordered in (triple) sequences {(ν 1 + n 1 , ν 2 + n 2 , ν 3 + n 3 ), ν i fixed, n i ∈ N 0 running} (4.31)
In the two tables below we list all possible triples (ν 1 , ν 2 , ν 3 ) and their connection ("origin") with the σ 1 singularities (I) -(VII). The entries in the tables originating from the cases VI or VII are marked by (*).
The corresponding n i runs over 
Concluding Remarks
We have proved that for the box graphs of CFT d and AdS d+1 supergravity, we obtain the same critical exponents, namely those which are determined from the "Cutkosky rule" with external lines included. We suggest that this behavior is also shown by other one-particle-irreducible graphs. Each critical exponent γ k belongs to one or more sequence of poles in the Mellin-Barnes parameters (s 1 , s 2 , s 3 ), each of which is generated by a triple (ν 1 , ν 2 , ν 3 ) (see (4.31)), and each sequence contributes to the coefficient c (k) mn in (2.6). The larger the number of γ k , ν 1 , ν 2 , ν 3 that are nonzero, the smaller the number of remaining integrations.
More details on this can be found in [18] .
